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Motivation
Historical Context For
Understanding Wave 
Run-up

- Beach dynamics
- Shoreline setback

for building permits
- Coastal engineering
- Influence on aquifers

Application
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Methodology Data
Waves: 51001, Waimea
Tides: Haleiwa and Kaneohe

Procedure
Correct 51001 Hs to Waimea
Calculate hourly surf height
Compare surf to tides,

sort by category
Derive recurrence and duration



Method for correcting 
51001 Hs to Waimea-
hourly surf time series

Extreme: surf ~15 m, tide >1.5 σ or surf > 18m, tide > 1σ )
- 1 per 7 years, duration within 1-4 hrs, or 1.9 hrs on ave

Marginal event (surf ~ 9m, tide > 1 σ)
-10/year, duration within 1-8 hrs or 3.1 hrs on ave.

Significant (surf ~ 12 m, tide >  1.5 σ)  
- 1/year, duration within 1-5 hrs or 2.5 hrs on ave.



Make hourly tidal predictions based on 2001-2002 Haleiwa tide gauge data
- no datum
- 1998-2004 difference of daily means with Mokuoloe (Kaneohe) steady
- 2001-2002 inter-annual variability of Mokuoloe steady near long-term mean

* hourly predictions for Haleiwa assumed relative to long-term mean
- inter-annual variability not taken into account for this study (+/- 10 cm)

STEP 1



Correct 51001 Hs to Waimea
STEP 2



Results



STEP 3 From deep-water, near-shore hourly Hs, Pd time series, 
calculate surf

-Caldwell-Aucan empirical method
8th Wave Workshop; JCR 2007

- H1/10 basis for study

-Surf height refers to trough-
to-crest distance in zones
of high refraction for moment
and location along wave front
of maximum cresting

-Under extra-large or higher
conditions, zones of high
refraction are on outer reefs

Caldwell-Aucan Transformation



Results
-Decrease in occurrence
as surf height and tide
increase

-Hawaii scale used
as basis for surf height
categories
*essential for validation
*based on bench marks
*temporally consistent

(Caldwell, JCR, 2005)
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STEP 4 Count events, calculate annual recurrence

Annual recurrence:
number of years (27)

divided by
number of events



STEP 5 Determine duration

-Find average
duration of each
category



Method for correcting 
51001 Hs to Waimea-
hourly surf time series

Extreme: surf ~15 m, tide >1.5 σ or surf > 18m, tide > 1σ )
- 1 per 7 years, duration within 1-4 hrs, or 1.9 hrs on ave

Marginal event (surf ~ 9m, tide > 1 σ)
-10/year, duration within 1-8 hrs or 3.1 hrs on ave.

Significant (surf ~ 12 m, tide >  1.5 σ)  
- 1/year, duration within 1-5 hrs or 2.5 hrs on ave.
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-Exceedence probability
(S. Vitousek, Univ. Hawaii)

-Vertical reach potential of
each category linked to datum
(include monthly sea level anomalies)

-In situ measurement
(geodetic) of run-up

- Return periods


